5280 Solutions to Showcase Award-Winning SharePoint Suite of Business Products at
Microsoft Convergence 2010
5280 Solutions recently named as one of the '100 Companies That Matter in Knowledge Management' by
KMWorld magazine
DENVER, March 30, 2010 /PRNewswire via COMTEX News Network/ -- 5280 Solutions(R), a leading provider of Enterprise
Content Management (ECM) solutions for Microsoft SharePoint(R), today announced that it will be exhibiting its award-winning
Dynamic Filer(R) and Dynamic Payables(TM) products at Microsoft Convergence in Atlanta, Ga., April 24-27, 2010. 5280
Solutions will demonstrate how organizations using Microsoft Dynamics can leverage SharePoint invoice automation and
records management requirements.
5280 Solutions, which was recently named as one of the "100 Companies That Matter in Knowledge Management" by KMWorld
magazine, offers products focused on document and records management, imaging, workflow and integration with Dynamics
GP, NAV, AX, SL and CRM. Microsoft Dynamics users are invited to stop by booth #1132 to see how this suite of solutions
leverages the power of SharePoint and Microsoft Dynamics.
Dynamic Payables (www.dynamicpayables.com) is a full-featured, Web-based payables management solution designed to
automate invoice processing by providing a flexible, open and extensible workflow. By utilizing SharePoint, Windows Workflow
Foundation and document-capturing capabilities, it provides users with enforceable controls, a dashboard of key performance
indicators (KPIs) and reports to significantly increase the visibility of outstanding invoices, exceptions, bottlenecks, productivity
issues and available discounts. Recent awards for Dynamic Payables include the Business Solutions Content Management
Innovator Award and KMWorld Trend Setting Product award.
"We are very pleased with the rapid acceptance and industry recognition of our SharePoint-based invoice automation solution,"
said Mike Randash, Executive Vice President, 5280 Solutions. "Our partners and clients have recognized the business value of
our accounts payable automation that is provided on a standard SharePoint platform and is easily integrated with existing
accounting and ERP applications."
Dynamic Filer (www.dynamicfiler.com) is a low-cost document imaging solution that automates the process of scanning and
filing paper documents into SharePoint from any scanner or multi-function printer (MFP). It provides barcode recognition and
automated indexing, and it offers the ability to search for documents directly from existing business applications. Users can link
to and search for documents from Microsoft Dynamics and other business systems using a single key. Configuration and
integration are quick and easy using Dynamic Filer's point-and-click method. Dynamic Filer is Microsoft Certified and has
received the KMWorld Trend Setting Product award.
Dynamic RM (www.dynamicsharepointrm.com) provides a SharePoint-based records management solution designed to
manage electronic and physical records. Dynamic RM streamlines the lifecycle of records management, including file plan
visualization, declaration and preservation, flexible retention rules, formal hold and consigned disposition processing workflow.
Dynamic RM also addresses the complexities of physical container management.
About KMWorld
KMWorld is the leading information provider serving the Knowledge, Document and Content Management systems market.
KMWorld informs more than 45,000 subscribers about the components and processes--and subsequent success stories--that
together offer solutions for improving business performance. The list to award the "100 Companies That Matter in Knowledge
Management" was compiled by KM practitioners, theorists, analysts, vendors and their customers and colleagues. This is
KMWorld's 10th year publishing this list. KMWorld is a publishing unit of Information Today, Inc.
About 5280 Solutions
5280 Solutions, a wholly-owned subsidiary of Nelnet, Inc. (NYSE: NNI), is an award winning systems integration, software
development and Microsoft consulting organization with an international client base. 5280 Solutions is a Microsoft Gold

Certified Partner and Microsoft Business Solutions Partner that excels in providing complete, fully integrated Enterprise Content
Management (ECM) solutions to increase end user satisfaction and productivity. 5280 Solutions provides solutions and
consulting on Microsoft products including Dynamics, SharePoint, Office and InfoPath and extends the Microsoft investment
with industry leading products from Kodak, Kofax, Ultimus and Open Text. For more information, visit www.5280Solutions.com.
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